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Signed alliance agreement with Eil for business development in
regenerative medicine and healthcare area

1. Purpose of this agrement
Eil is an affiliate of IMS group, one of the largest healthcare group, which drives a
comprehensive spectrum of medical services, ranging from preventive medicine and urgent
care to medical treatment, rehabilitation, nursing, and at-home support. IMS group
supports IDRM(Institute of Developmental and Regenerative Medicine through Tetsuya
Nakamura Memorial Foundation in which Mr. Nakamura is a representative director. Eil
is aggressively tackling with regenerative medicine by proceeding with basic research with
academia and industry.

Especially, regarding cord blood bank, Eil shows robust outcome

and owns an advanced facility and equipment, for instance, having its storage facility
authenticated by Association of American Blood Banks (AABB). Gene Techno Science
(GTS) is culturing and banking and storing SHED (Stem cells from human exfoliated
deciduous teeth) from milk teeth obtained from our partner dentists across Japan, and
aggressively conducting research and development activities for realizing clinical
application by collaborating with academia and industry. We are also partnering with Eil
through our subsidiary, Advanced Cell Technology.
Both Eil and GTS agreed on accelerating and deepening business development by
combining Eil’s business infrastructure for regenerative medicine and our SHED, and then,
made this agreement by concluding that it is best to establish more solid partnership.
Based on this agreement we will continue to discuss about possible business development
in regenerative medicine and healthcare area by combining both companies' business
infrastructure, etc. for instance, a business development aiming at realizing clinical
application of SHED and growth factor, etc. by utilizing Eil’s technology, know-how, human
resources, distribution network, etc.
2.

Future outlook
The impact on the business results for the fiscal year ending March 2020 is expected
to be minimal.
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